Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Online Programme

MMICT&BM, MM(DU), Mullana has taken an initiative on Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat, in collaboration with National Academy of Agricultural Research Management (NARM) Telangana, Hyderabad. The institute has scheduled few of the activities with the students of Telangana on 01-06-2020 where they both shared their History, Food and Culture. The platform used was the Microsoft Teams. The session started with a welcome speech addressed by Ms. Rubika Walia, Assistant Professor MIMC&BM, MM(DU), Mullana and Mr. Sumanth Kumar V Senior Scientist NARM, Telangana, Hyderabad. They introduced all the students and share few words about Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat. After a brief introduction Diksha Nain student of MIMC&BM shared about History of Haryana, likewise Nikhil G student of PGDMA, NARM explained about the history of Telangana. Lakshya Sharma spoke on Haryana culture, it was quite fruitful session. Yogita Gogia student of MIMC&BM shared a video and spoke on Food of Haryana whereas Hari Prasad student of PGDMA, NARM spoke on Food of Telangana. Students were so happy while interacting with each other, they shared few of their Famous foods while discussing. This session was very insightful, where faculty and students have shared lots of things and gained so many new things about history, culture and food. Finally, we thanked each other for this fruitful session. Total 25 students and 2 faculties has participated in the session 15 students from MIMC&BM, MM(DU) Mullana and 10 Students from PGDMA, NARM Telangana.